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ABOUT THE EXHIBITION
#StandUpFG: Latinx Youth Activism in the Willamette Valley
examines the circuitous roots and routes of Latinx youth activism in
the Willamette Valley.
On May 19, 2016, over 1,000 students staged a walkout in response
to racially-charged incidents at Forest Grove High School in
Oregon. This exhibition uses narrative, contemporary artworks,
testimonio, and other forms of creative expression to tell the story
of #StandUpFG, its connection to the past, and how Latinx youth
activism continues to shape our collective futures.
This exhibition was created by Five Oaks Museum 2021 Guest
Curator Israel Pastrana. Pastrana works closely with student
activists in his history classes at Portland Community College.
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#StandUpFG Module 1:

It Breaks My Heart
What was the immediate context for #StandUpFG?
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Introduction
and The Curator

map your prior knowledge
> What do you already know about Latinos in Oregon? Think about geography, history, language, etc.
> What do you already know about youth activism? Think about movements, specific activists, tactics, etc.

Forest Grove High School students during the 2016 #StandUpFG walkout

Israel Pastana and PCC students

Introduction

The Curator

#StandUpFG: Latinx Youth Activism in the Willamette Valley is
an online exhibition at Five Oaks Museum.

Israel Pastrana (he/him) is a Chicanx
historian and educator from the San
Diego-Tijuana borderlands. A high
school pushout, Pastrana is a proud
alumnus of Southwestern College, a
community college in Chula Vista,
California. He later earned degrees
from University of Oregon and
University of California, San Diego,

On May 19, 2016, over 1,000 students staged a walkout in
response to racially-charged incidents at Forest Grove High
School in Oregon. The youth documented their historic actions
on social media, using the hashtag #StandUpFG to tag
thousands of tweets, photographs, and videos.
Using this archive of social media posts, this exhibition treats
the #StandUpFG walkout not as an isolated event, but as part
of a much larger story of Latinx youth activism in the
Willamette Valley. The exhibition narrative is organized into 16
short sections, represented by lotería cards, a game of chance
familiar to many Latinx families.
> Based on this introduction and your prior knowledge, what
are three questions you have that you hope to learn about
through this exhibition?

In 2018, Pastrana worked with student
activists to found Portland Community
College’s Ethnic Studies program.
Some of those students had helped
organize the #StandUpFG walkouts
two years prior.
> Why does it matter who curated this
exhibition?

Latinx a person of Latin American origin or descent, used as a gender-neutral alternative to
Latino or Latina
curator the person who selects and organizes the content of a museum exhibition
Ethnic Studies the interdisciplinary study of race and ethnicity, through the perspectives of major
underrepresented racial groups in the United States.
pushout a student who leaves school before graduation by encouragement of the school
(rather than a dropout, who leaves of their own accord)
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The Hashtag, The Testimony
and The Threshold
The Hashtag
On March 8, 2016, a Latinx male student opened the door to Ms.
Harville’s 9th grade class and called her the n-word. The next
day, a petition circulated on social media that called on the
Forest Grove High School community to stand up to racism and
use the hashtag #standupfg on social media. Students pointed
out that this was not an isolated incident. Instead, they argued, it
was a symptom of deeper and systemic issues of race and
inequality that had been festering for generations.
> How do you think students should respond when they see
discrimination at school?

The Testimony
Soon after the racial slur incident, school administrators asked Forest
Grove High School students to provide first-hand, written testimony
of racist or discriminatory behaviors that they had encountered at
school. Students wrote dozens of anonymous flashcards.
FGHS junior Angie Flores and her friends tried to read some of the
cards to school officials. At a school board meeting, she rose to
speak. “For years,” she testified, “students have been victims or
bystanders of racial slurs and cultural judgment. Do we just hold our
voice for more years? No. My peers and I have decided to take action
and it would mean a bigger deal if we had your support.”

Angie Flores testifies at the Forest Grove
School Board meeting on May 9, 2016.

The Threshold
On May 18, 2016, a white male student hung a banner
reading “Build a Wall,” above the cafeteria of Forest
Grove High School. School officials claimed that the
banner was removed within a few minutes, while a
student reported “it was there for…all of lunch, so like
thirty minutes.”
“One sign didn’t cause this,” wrote another student on
twitter, “it was just the breaking point from all of the
racial bs admin has turned their backs on all year.”

> How should adults in a school respond to
racist and discriminatory incidents? How should
they prevent discrimination? Consider teachers,
school administrators, and the school board.

systemic relating to a whole system, rather than a particular part
testimony evidence of a fact; often given as a formal statement under oath in a court of law
school administrator a person who manages a school, including implementing discipline and standards
school board an elected group of people who ensure that schools respond to the community's interests
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The Walkout
The Walkout
At 9:50am on May 19, 2016, over 600 students at Forest
Grove High School walked out of their classrooms.
Overnight, Latinx students at FGHS used social media to
mobilize hundreds of their peers at schools across
Washington County to participate in a mass walkout.
They did so by using the hashtag #StandUpFG to
amplify their message and coordinate their actions.
The students assembled in the parking lot for speeches
by student and community leaders. At 10:15 am, they
marched through downtown Forest Grove to the Forest
Grove School District offices.
At the school district offices, students were joined by
dozens of youth pouring in from neighboring schools. By
the time the Forest Grove group disbanded, thousands
of students at dozens of high schools from across the
state had participated in solidarity actions in support of
#StandUpFG.
> What statement were FGHS students making by
walking out?
> Why did students march to the school district offices?
> What was the role of social media in the walkout and
the incidents leading up to it?

Top: Forest Grove High School students walk out of the school building on
May 19, 2016.
Middle: Students walk down Main Street, Forest Grove, OR.
Bottom: Students gather at the Forest Grove School District offices.

walkout suddenly and collectively leaving a place of work or school as an act of protest
solidarity unity based on common interests between members of a group; mutual support
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Build Love, Not Walls
with music by Joaquin Lopez

listen closely
Take a few minutes to listen
closely to the song by
Joaquin Lopez.
> What instruments do you
hear? What kind of music do
you hear?
> How did the musician
create the song lyrics?
> Based on the song, how do
you think the musician feels
about the #StandUpFG
walkouts?

Art activity
Select one of the tweets in the song
lyrics that resonates with you.
Brainstorm how you would represent
the sentiment of that tweet in a drawing
- what colors, images, and symbols
convey the feeling of the tweet? Then,
create a drawing to illustrate that tweet.
If you have a whole class, create an
illustrated music video for this song by
having each student illustrate a different
tweet lyric. Compile all of the
illustrations into a video.

It Breaks My Heart
Written with tweets from #StandUpFG and performed by Joaquin Lopez
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m1DnutWG6S0

A modern corrido
A corrido is a song about history and oppression sung in the
style of a ballad, an emotional form of music. In Mexico, prior
to the radio, corridos served as a form of education and oral
history. They've been sung during the Mexican War of
Independence beginning in 1810, to the California grapeworkers strikes in the 1960's, to immigration struggles at the
border today.
> How does this song "It Breaks My Heart" connect to the
tradition of corridos?
> What styles of music are meaningful in your life or culture?

Meet the artist
Joaquin Lopez is a musician and mental health counselor whose work is
grounded in Latino Queer identity.
Joaquin says: "When a young human can no longer endure the
injustice...they break and everyone in the community suffers. To heal this
communal wound, we must listen to their story, believe them, and walk
beside them, unconditionally. "
> Explain what Joaquin's quote is saying in your own words.
> If you could meet Joaquin, what questions would you ask?

#StandUpFG
LATINX YOUTH ACTIVISM
IN THE WILLAMETTE VALLEY

#StandUpFG Module 2:

Constellation of Struggle
How and why does #StandUpFG spread beyond Forest Grove?
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The Matchstick and
The Machete
The Matchstick
The #StandUpFG walkouts took place in the context of a
presidential election that was marked by racism,
misogyny, and xenophobia. By May 2016, the phrase
"Build a Wall" had become a centerpiece of Donald
Trump’s campaign for president, both as a political slogan
and as a policy proposal. A New York Times journalist
blamed “Trump-inspired malice” for the events at Forest
Grove High School, but students saw a deeper and
historical pattern of interpersonal and structural racism.
> How did FGHS students' perspectives about the impact
of Trump's campaign differ from the opinions of outside
observers?

The Machete
The author Robert Lovato describes the idea of the machete of memory. He writes that the machete “can cut
swiftly or slowly,” and it “severs any understanding that epic history is a stitching together of intimate histories.”
At Forest Grove High School, the machete of memory cut up students’ memories of racism and discrimination
into isolated incidents. In 2016, a Latina youth met with FGHS school administrators to discuss an incident in
which a student’s counselor had “assum[ed] I take the easiest classes because that’s what “my people” do.”
Enedelia Schofield, who graduated from FGHS in 1977, had encountered similar challenges: “I wanted to go to
college,” she said in an oral history for the Oregon Historical Society, “somewhere the communication between
me and the school wasn’t there and I didn’t get the support I needed to have everything in place for college.”
The machete of memory makes it hard for us to see these two incidents, which took place four decades apart,
as part of the same epic history. But just as memories can be cut up, they can also be stitched together.
> Explain the concept of the machete of memory in
your own words.
> How were these two incidents, which took place in
2016 and 1977, part of the same history?
> How does the machete of memory relate to
blaming Trump's 2016 campaign for the racist
incidents at FGHS?

xenophobia

fear and hatred against people from other countries

interpersonal racism treating others with discriminatory behavior, from microaggressions to physical violence
structural racism discrimination within a system that was founded on racist principles or practices
systemic racism discriminatory cultural values ingrained in a society's daily life, seen as “the way things are.”
machete a broad knife used as a tool or weapon, originated for cutting sugarcane in Central America
epic a long poem from oral tradition recounting the history of heroes, such as the Odyssey
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The Absence
The Absence
Before the walkouts took place, students had to
consider the potential consequences of their
actions.
A Forest Grove High School student told
reporters that teachers had warned students that
they wouldn’t be allowed to walk at the
upcoming graduation ceremony if they took part
in the walkout. At Hillsboro High School, school
administrators charged students who left
campus with an unexcused absence. A rumor
circulated at Westview High School in Beaverton
that students would be suspended for
participating in the walkout.

> How did school administrators weaponize school
attendance policy to threaten students who
participated in the walkouts?
> How can school attendance policies
disproportionately pushout students whose families
experience language barriers or economic
insecurity?

The Latinx youth who organized and participated in the walkout offered a different assessment of who and
what was absent at their schools: representation in their curriculum and in positions of power.
This chart shows the gap between
Latinx students and teachers in the
10 schools in the Forest Grove School
District.
In total, Latinx people represented
55% of the student body in FGSD, but
only 17% of teachers in 2019.

. Figures courtesy of Oregon Department of Education, “At-A-Glance”
District Profile for Forest Grove SD 15, 2019.

> What is this chart trying to
communicate? Check the title, labels,
caption, and units of measure.
> Where does the data come from?
To what extent is this data source
reliable? Consider areas for bias vs.
objectivity, and proper vs. improper
data collection.

school administrator a person who manages a school, including implementing discipline and standards
pushout a student who leaves school before graduation by encouragement of the school
(rather than a dropout, who leaves of their own accord)
equity gap a significant difference in educational achievement across demographics like race or class
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The Constellation
The Constellation
Dr. Gaye Theresa Johnson created the phrase "constellation of struggle" to describe the political landscape of
civil rights activism and interethnic solidarity in black and brown communities in 1940s Los Angeles.
Thousands of young people participated in walkouts and other direct action in support of Latinx students at
FGHS. Together, these youth created a “constellation of struggle” that highlighted similarities between
student experiences at FGHS and other schools.
> Explain the concept "constellation of struggle" in your own words.
> What is this map trying to communicate? Check the title, labels, caption, map key, and scale.

Ratio of Latinx teachers per 100 Latinx students in the Portland Metro region.
Figures courtesy of Oregon Department of Education, “At-A-Glance” District Profiles, 2019. Map created by Jeronimo Roldan.

interethnic involving people of different ethnicities
solidarity unity based on common interests between members of a group; mutual support
direct action use of strikes and public protest, rather than negotiation or elections, to achieve demands
constellation a group of stars that form a picture if lines connecting them are imagined
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How are we fighting?
with artwork by precious romo
Look closely
Take a whole minute to look closely at
the artwork by Precious Romo.
> What story does this comic tell?
> Based on the artwork, what do you
think the artist might say about solidarity?

Art activity
Comics tell a story in a sequence of
images. Draw four blocks on a piece of
paper, like the comics on the right.
Select a social issue that students or
schools today face. How could you take
action to show solidarity with students
experiencing that issue? Break the action
into four scenes and illustrate them in the
four blocks of your comic.

Together!
A protest sign communicates the
message of a movement by giving
information and rallying supporters.
Today, museums sometimes collect
protest signs as artifacts.
> What flags and protest signs do you see
in the artwork?
> How does this artwork connect to the
"constellation of struggle"?

from top left: Liberty High School; Glencoe High School;
Tualatin High School; Hillsboro High School. by Precious Romo

Meet the artist
Precious Romo is a Mexican-American cartoonist originally from Anaheim,
CA. She graduated from Reed College in Portland, OR.
Precious says: "Through a combination of the comic format and block
printing medium, I have simplified and exaggerated the most striking
imagery and text from each walkout in order to enhance every high
school’s particular story."
> What artistic choices did Precious make and why did she make them?
> If you could meet Precious, what questions would you ask?

#StandUpFG
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#StandUpFG Module 3:

History Making

How does #StandUpFG fit into the larger history of Latinx
activism in Oregon?
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El Colegio
El Colegio
Colegio Cesar Chavez operated in Mt. Angel, Oregon
from 1973-1983. Known as El Colegio, the college was
the first (and one of the only) Chicano-run higher
education institutions to receive accreditation from a
governing body. It was part of an educational
movement called “College Without Walls,” which
emphasized applied learning through internships and
independent study.
In a 2013 oral history, El Colegio alum Vangie Sanchez
describes the college as “the best opportunity for us
to belong somewhere,” adding that the school created
“a good feeling” because her instructors shared her
language and culture. In 1977, Colegio Cesar Chavez
graduated more Chicanx students than the University
of Oregon and Oregon State University combined.
> What factors made Colegio Cesar Chavez so
impactful on Chicanx students?

Colegio Cesar Chavez and MEChA of University of Oregon students
picket in support of El Colegio in the early 1980's.

Colegio Cesar Chavez faced financial challenges that
eventually led to its closure. The fight to save El
Colegio brought together Chicanx students from
across the Willamette Valley for a common cause,
setting the groundwork for future mobilizations by
Latinx youth.
While the college’s success was short-lived, its
impact on the Chicano community in the Willamette
Valley is difficult to exaggerate. Colegio Cesar
Chavez trained a generation of education and labor
activists, including those who launched Centro
Cultural of Washington County, PCUN (Pineros y
Campesinos Unidos del Noroeste), and the
Willamette Valley Immigration Project.

Bilingual recruitment poster for Colegio Cesar Chavez from 1976.

> How did El Colegio lay the foundation for future
Latinx and Chicanx activism in the Willamette Valley?

Cesar Chavez Mexican-American labor and civil rights activist; led the United Farm Workers union in the 1960s
by organizing direct action such as strikes and boycotts
Chicano/a/x a person of Mexican descent born in the United States
accreditation certification that an educational institution meets formal requirements for academic quality
MEChA a national student organization with origins in the Chicano Movement; acronym for Movimiento
Estudiantil Chicanx de Aztlán.
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El Floricanto and The Calendar
El Floricanto
One of Colegio Cesar Chavez's most impactful
achievements was the Chicano art created by students
and staff. In an oral history, alum Hector Hinojosa
described a campus brimming with “beautiful artwork of
the Mayan temples and the Olmecs and the Aztecs." The
murals at El Colegio depicted scenes from throughout
Latin American history. Muralism became an important
part of Chicanismo and the Chicano Movement.
> Based on the quote and picture, how would you
describe Chicano art?

Colegio Cesar Chavez students in front of a mural they painted.

the calendar
Carlos Manriquez, a professor at Colegio Cesar Chavez, created an
annual calendar that included a timeline of important events in Chicano
history. Each event appears as part of a twelve month cycle. This
rejection of linear time and embrace of circular time reflects the
influence of Aztec mythology on the Chicano Movement.
Here are a few examples:
1968, March 4 Los Angeles, California: An estimated 5,000 Chicano
high school students walk out of their classes to demonstrate for
better education in the Los Angeles school blowouts.
1966, April 11 Sacramento, California: The National Farm Workers
Association 300 mile march, led by Cesar Chavez, arrives at the state
capitol on Easter Sunday, but the Governor refuses to interrupt his
holiday festivities to see them.
1862, May 5 Defeat of the French at Puebla; General Ignacio Zaragoza
rallies the Mexican Army to defeat the French invaders.

April-June page, Colegio Cesar Chavez 1979 calendar

> Why does the calendar list the historic events as part of an annual
cycle rather than in chronological order?

Floricanto a form of Chicano poetic expression; merges the Spanish words for flower and song
Chicanismo pride in one's heritage as a Chicano or Mexican-American
Chicano Movement/ a civil rights movement of Mexican-Americans in the 1960s-1970s that established Chicano
El Movimiento identity; organized for rights for farmworkers, educational reform, and rejecting assimilation
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El Centro
El Centro
By the time that Colegio Cesar Chavez closed its doors in 1983, Chicano Studies classrooms were a fixture of
colleges and universities across Oregon.
Chicanos at Western Oregon University:
Jose Angel Gutierrez taught briefly at El Colegio
before moving to Western Oregon University. In
addition to teaching courses in Political Science
and History, Gutierrez actively recruited Chicano
students to the college and organized statewide
conferences on Mexican history and politics.

Western Oregon University Mexican Heritage Month
events in May 1984. José Angel Gutiérrez Papers

Chicanos at Oregon State University:
Chicanx students at Oregon State University
established the Chicano Cultural Center in 1972,
later renamed the Centro Cultural Cesar Chavez.
Known as "El Centro" or the "4Cs," it served as an
organizing space for Chicanx students.

A protest at Oregon State University protest in response to the
passage of CA Prop 187, a bill designed to ban undocumented
people from using non-emergency public services, circa 1994.

> How does the 1970s-1980s growth of Chicano Studies in Oregon relate to the Latinx youth activism of the
2016 #StandUpFG walkouts?

Chicano Studies the study of Chicanx and Latinx experiences through history, sociology, arts, and literature
political science

the study and analysis of systems of government and political activity

centro Spanish word for "center"
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Dual Identity
with artwork by Alejandro Macias
Look closely
Take a whole minute to look closely at the
artwork by Alejandro Macias.
> How are the figures on the left and right
similar to one another? How are they
different?
> Based on the artwork, what do you think
the artist might say about identity?

Art activity
Create a dual self portrait. Draw two figures
of yourself. On the first figure, draw your
mouth only. Brainstorm the spoken pieces of
your identity: things people hear, like your
language, music, passions, religion, etc.
What colors or symbols represent your
spoken identity? Fill in the first figure with
colors and symbols of your spoken identity.
For the second figure, draw your eyes only.
Brainstorm the visual pieces of your identity:
things people see, like your appearance,
clothing style, family/friends,
age/generation, etc. What colors and
symbols represent your visible identity? Fill
in the second figure with colors and symbols
of your visible identity.
> In what ways are your spoken and visual
identities similar and different?

Americanization

Duality by Alejandro Macias

Assimilation is when people come into conformity with the
culture of a dominant social group, from visible conformity
such as clothing style, to deeper conformity such as values
and beliefs. Assimilation in the U.S. is also called
Americanization.
> What spoken and visible identities, values, and beliefs are
associated with Americanization?
> How did Chicanismo reject Americanization?

Meet the artist
Alejandro Macias was born and raised in Brownsville, Texas, along the U.S./
Mexico border. He currently serves as an Assistant Professor at the
University of Arizona School of Art.
Alejandro says: "My work has been driven by my Mexican-American identity
and the current social-political climate. I address themes of heritage,
immigration, and ethnicity, which are set in contrast to....Americanization."
> How does Chicanismo show up in Alejandro's artwork and quote?
> If you could meet Alejandro, what questions would you ask?

#StandUpFG
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#StandUpFG Module 4:

The Power of Youth
How does #StandUpFG reflect the power of Latinx youth?
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The Path
History in the making
Even as the events of May 19, 2016, were still
unfolding, the students participating in walkouts and
solidarity actions in support of #StandUpFG
understood that their actions were historic. On social
media, youth described their actions as history in the
making; literally altering the course of history in Forest
Grove and beyond.
> What makes something historical? Who decides
what people and events go down in history?

walking the path
Some of these youth saw themselves as part of a
long legacy of Ethnic Studies activism that stretches
back to the late 1960s. For them, the 2016 walkouts
taking place in Forest Grove and across the
Willamette Valley followed a path that had been
forged by Black and Brown youth in the past.
They particularly referenced the 1968 East LA
walkouts, a pivotal moment in the early history of the
Chicano Movement. In 1968, Mexican-American
youth organized a four-day walkout to protest racism
and inequality in education at five East Los Angeles
High Schools. Some 15,000 students participated in
one of the most important mobilizations by MexicanAmerican communities during the Civil Rights era.
> Compare the 1968 East LA walkouts to the 2016
#StandUpFG walkouts. In what ways has the
education system changed or remained the same?
> How do the #StandUpFG walkouts connect to the
legacy of the Chicano Movement?

Ethnic Studies the interdisciplinary study of race and ethnicity, through the perspectives of major
underrepresented racial groups in the United States
Chicano/a/x a person of Mexican descent born in the United States
Chicano Movement/ a civil rights movement of Mexican-Americans in the 1960s-1970s that established Chicano
El Movimiento identity; organized for rights for farmworkers, educational reform, and rejecting assimilation
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The Demands
The Demands, 2016
Latinx youth met a few weeks after the #StandUpFG
walkouts to discuss their demands and the direction of their
movement. A powerful consensus emerged in favor of
mandating an Ethnic Studies curriculum. Training teachers
about diversity, and diversifying the faculty, staff, and school
board were also top concerns. The youth linked their efforts
to the historical struggle for Ethnic Studies. They identified
the root issue as their erasure from the curriculum and their
absence from the ranks of teachers and school
administrators.
> Have you experienced lessons at school or another place
of learning that made you feel powerful? What was that
experience like?
> Why is it important to see people who look like you in the
books and materials you learn from?
> What tools are necessary for people to tell and preserve
their histories?
Latinx youth vote on their demands, 2016.

The Demands, 1968
During the 1968 East LA walkouts, students had similarly stood
up and walked out to protest racial injustice in education and a
curriculum that had no meaningful connection to their lives.
Among the demands that East LA students presented to the
Board of Education was the creation of a curriculum that
emphasized the contributions of Mexican people to U.S.
society, and the recruitment and training of more MexicanAmerican school administrators.
> How were the demands of the 2016 #StandUpFG walkouts
similar to the demands of the 1968 East LA walkouts?
> Why did students in both walkouts choose to demand Ethnic
Studies curriculum?
< Chicano Student Newspaper Vol. 1. No. 1, March 15, 1968
The pictured protest signs read: "Education Not Eradication," "We Demand Schools
That Teach," "Chicano Power," "Justicia," and "Viva La Raza."

curriculum the educational programs/courses of a school, often created by individual subject teachers
power in people, the ability to control or influence events, particularly one's own circumstances
Chicano Studies the study of Chicanx and Latinx experiences through history, sociology, arts, and literature
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Pride

and Conclusion
Pride
The most immediate consequence of #StandUpFG was
that it created a sense of pride in the youth who
participated.
In an interview, #StandUpFG participant Cindy Muñoz’s
described a change in how she felt about being Latinx: “You
hear so many people talking bad about it, that you find the
good thing in your culture, you find the good things and
traditions [that]…make you feel proud of who you are.” “That
day,” she reflected, “you felt proud to be Latino, you were
surrounded by Latino faces, it was a very positive vibe.”
> What makes you feel proud of your culture?

A new chapter of Ethnic Studies
A new chapter in the history of Ethnic Studies may well
have started at Forest Grove High School. In June 2017, just
over a year after the #StandUpFG walkouts, Oregon
Governor Kate Brown signed HB2845 into law, making
Oregon the first state in the country to have a required K-12
Ethnic Studies curriculum. Since then thirteen other states
and the District of Columbia have passed legislation that
supports the teaching of Ethnic Studies.
> How may have the power of Latinx youth led to Oregon
becoming the first state to require Ethnic Studies in K-12?

This computer-generated image shows the frequency of
words appearing in tweets with the hashtag #StandUpFG.
Proud is one of the most frequently used words.

map your learning
> What have you learned about Latinos in Oregon? Think about geography, history, language, etc.
> What have you learned about youth activism? Think about movements, specific activists, tactics, etc.
> What would you still like to learn about Latinos in Oregon or youth activism?
Compare your answers to the "Map Your Prior Knowledge" section on the introduction page of #StandUpFG
Module 1: It Breaks My Heart to see how your learning has grown!

Latino/a/x a person of Latin American origin or descent
legislation the process of making laws, enacted by a State Congress or U.S. Congress
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Life changing
with artwork by Kaadish oaxaca najera
Look closely
Take a whole minute to look closely at the artwork by
Kaadish Oaxaca Najera.
> What does the figure's clothing signify?
> What is the figure looking at?
> Based on the artwork, what do you think the artist
might say about pride?

Art activity
Think about someone who has done something
that changed your life; pick someone who your life
wouldn't be the same if they hadn't taken action.
This might be a parent, a friend, an activist, a hero,
or someone else.
Create a drawing that illustrates how this person
changed your life. You may look up reference
images and use any kind of materials. Be sure to
include yourself in your drawing!

crossing the Us-Mexico border

Ella Cruzó Por Mi by Kaadish Oaxaca Najera

Crossing the border between the U.S. and Mexico on foot can be very dangerous. Once immigrants arrive in
the U.S., they frequently face language barriers, discrimination, and racism. Kaadish explains: "The words
“Ella Cruzó Por Mi” or “She Crossed For Me” is in honor of mothers who have crossed the often dangerous
journey in order to provide their children with an opportunity at a stable education. Often times immigrants
arrive without higher education and make it their goal to give their children more than they ever had."
> What motivates immigrants to face danger and discrimination in the United States?
> How does Kaadish's artwork support activism for political and social change?

Meet the artist
Kaadish Oaxaca Najera was born in Portland, Oregon, and raised by
Mexican immigrant parents. She attended high school at International
School of Beaverton and is currently a student at Portland Community
College majoring in Nursing.
Kaadish says: " I made it my goal as an artist to use my works... [to] start... a
conversation on the flawed immigration system."
> What flaws are Kaadish referring to? You may need to research this.
> If you could meet Kaadish, what questions would you ask?

